Business process flexibility has been a relevant research topic within Business Process Management (BPM) for the past 20 years. Several taxonomies were proposed along this time, emphasizing certain aspects of flexibility or change within business processes, taking into account the various dimensions of business processes. Although these taxonomies have been most useful in contributing to research advances on flexibility, they contain distinct concept names for the same meaning and vice-versa. Additionally, they are often textual and heavily descriptive, and do not provide a simplified representation of their concepts and relationships. In this paper we propose the use of the Concept Maps (CMaps) approach to achieve this simplified representation of business process flexibility. The main output is concept maps covering the wide and diverse spectrum of business process flexibility concepts and relationships. In this way, researchers can benefit from a simpler and yet understandable representation, which also takes into account the most established business process flexibility definitions found in prominent research literature.
Introduction
To carry out their missions, organizations manage complex business processes and need to react to changes. It is desirable to have business processes (BPs) that allow for flexibility [1] . In particular, flexible processes promise to cope with increasing demand of variety and uncertainty [2] . The topic of process flexibility has become thus a center of attention from both commercial and research institutions as understanding of requirements for business processes capable to adapt their behavior to changes [3] .
For the past 20 years, several taxonomies, ontologies and frameworks have been proposed to define and correlate the properties of flexibility, changeability and variability with the Business Process Management (BPM) discipline. Consequently, different research approaches, explanations, contexts and focuses were proposed, taking into account the particular objectives of each research. In fact, all these descriptions and conceptualizations have greatly contributed to the advances on business process flexibility and Business Process Management in general, both from academia and industry points of view.
Nevertheless, we can observe that quite often BP flexibility taxonomies and frameworks are based on heavily descriptive textual definitions, without a simple and clarified representation of their relationships. Moreover, they can also be dispersed and cover distinct aspects of business processes, regarding the research focus being pursued. This makes it difficult for BP flexibility researchers (especially newcomers) and practitioners to have a basic starting point on BP flexibility. In fact, researchers may view this concept partially or subjectively, and practitioners perceive it according only to their (often limited) organizations' environment and culture.
Research using Concept Maps (CMaps) has enabled advances in several fields, been applied in a variety of subjects and for a variety of purposes [4] . It enclosures a visual and diagram-based approach that represents a conceptual framework of a complex topic. In this paper, we propose an alternative representation of BP flexibility using this CMaps approach, in order to capture the most relevant concepts and relationships associated. The main output is concept maps that visually represent BP flexibility in a structured way, and therefore benefit from a well-proven approach for building solid conceptual references for researchers and practitioners.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we highlight the background of this research. We discuss therefore the main concepts of BP flexibility and give an overview on concept maps. Then, we explain the methodology that we have followed in order to construct the proposed concept maps. On this basis, we present our concept maps of BP flexibility. In the last section, we present the conclusions. We provide then implications for theory and practice and we suggest future avenues of research which are necessary to continue to understand more deeply the BP flexibility.
Background
In this section, we provide a synthesized literature about BP flexibility (specifically definitions and taxonomies). Our focus in the third sub-section was to give an overview on concept mapping.
BP flexibility definitions
Research related to process flexibility in literature has grown intensively over the past couple of decades. Most of the early works that began to examine this topic focused precisely on defining process flexibility. A definition of BP flexibility was given in [5] : the fast reaction to internal and external changes that affects the enterprise and the easiness to modify business processes schemes and to set up the new enterprise activity.
In [6] , authors describe BP flexibility as the amount of change that a process can accept in the presence of different perturbations. It is the ability to give way to change without disappearing, i.e. without losing identity. Another definition proposed in [7] stated it as the capability to implement changes in the business process type and instances by changing only those parts that need to be changed and keeping other parts stable.
In [8] , authors propose that BP flexibility can be seen as the ability to change or deviate from the business process and plays an important role in the extent to which such systems can support dynamic processes.
According to [9] , flexibility of BP is associated with their ability to deal with both foreseen and unforeseen changes in the context or environment in which they operate. In addition to the ability to deal with change, authors in [9] also cited that flexibility is "the quality of a process" that reflects its ability to adapt to changing business circumstances. They consider that flexibility is a balance between change and stability that ensures that the identification of the process is retained.
In order to enhance flexibility, many paradigms have been proposed in literature. Each of the paradigms has its specific characteristics which are adjusted to specific organization's needs. The case handling paradigm supports flexible and knowledge intensive BPs [10] . The rule based paradigm allows the BP to be modelled in a declarative way, by means of business rules [11] . The constraint based paradigm provides possibilities to execute both optional and allowed scenarios in BPs [12] . Finally, the adaptive paradigm was designed to cope with adaptive response requirements [13] .
BP flexibility taxonomies
Presenting BP flexibility taxonomies has been an important topic of interest to researchers in the area of BPM. In [14] , authors presented a taxonomy of process flexibility. This taxonomy identifies four main flexibility types: flexibility by definition, flexibility by deviation, flexibility by under-specification, and flexibility by change.
Reichert et al. [15] also defined a taxonomy of BP flexibility. According to them, business processes can be characterized by four major flexibility needs, namely support for variability, looseness, adaptation, and evolution .
A taxonomy of process flexibility is also presented in [16] . This taxonomy of Nurcan focused on studying the nature of flexibility. Thus two major flexibility types were defined: 1) flexibility by selection (a priori) and; 2) flexibility by adaptation (a posteriori).
Regev There are many similar concepts across these most prominent BP flexibility taxonomies, with also a few different ones. Table 1 presents them across the above-mentioned taxonomies. Alternative names for the same concepts are also presented, as well as a short description for each concept, according to the taxonomy it belongs. Table 1 .Concepts in the most prominent taxonomies. Table 1 shows that 13 concepts are similar across at least 2 taxonomies, considering their alternative names and definitions, while 2 concepts are specific to only 1 taxonomy. From the 13 similar concepts, 7 present alternative names (with a sum of 16 different names). The BP flexibility definitions and taxonomies referred above are often presented within a mix of textual descriptions and graphical representations, and we could not perceive the use of any structured way of representing their concepts and relationships.
Concept maps
Concept Maps were first proposed in [17] to represent knowledge as a network consisting of nodes as concepts and links as the relations between them. Concept maps are defined in [18] , as "a type of knowledge visualization for representing the knowledge of an individual by means of nodes, displaying concepts and labeled links between the nodes, representing the relations between the concepts". In [19] , a definition of a concept map as "as a perceived regularity in events or objects, or records of events or objects, designated by a label" was given. Concept maps consist thus of pairs of concepts joined by link lines with descriptive labels (e.g. has a, is a, leads to, etc.) that indicate the relationship between pairs of concepts [20] .
A concept map is also characterized by the inclusion of cross-links which are relationships or links between concepts in different segments or domains of the concept map [19] .
The aim of concept mapping is not to generate spontaneous associative elements but to outline relationships between ideas. Thus, concept mapping is a relational device [21] .
Our starting point is therefore to construct a concept map that contains the most relevant concepts related to BP flexibility.
Representing BP flexibility using Concept Maps
In order to construct our BP flexibility Concept Map, we adopted the method described in [22] and [19] , namely.
Definition of the area of knowledge: this is done by preparing an appropriate focus question, or a question that
will be answered by the knowledge that is mapped. In this paper, our focus question is: "How can a business process be flexible?" 2. Identification of the key concepts (usually 15 to 25 concepts will suffice): taking into account the concepts analyzed in section 2 (both from most prominent definitions and taxonomies studied) ; we list in Table 2 the concepts that we will be using to construct our Concept Map; 3. Construction of the preliminary concept map: for this purpose, we used the software tool CmapTools [23] . 4. Revision of the concept map: we added these concepts: goal, system data, application data, process data, rigid and flexible. We also have deleted some concepts like business process. Besides, we have edited some relationships such as the relationship between change and property which is changed from "has" to "has a set of".
We begin by illustrating in Figure 1 the main concept map for our purpose, and present apart in Figures 2 and 3 specializations of some of these concepts, for the sake of readability. Starting from Figure 1 , a Flexible business process could be defined as a collection of inter-related elements that collectively lead to a business goal. A flexible process element can be distinguished by associating it with a process perspective. The functional perspective describes activities to perform during process execution. A process performs activities. Activities are logical units of work [24] . In the behavioural process perspective, an activity can have preconditions and post-conditions.
The coordination between activities (control-flow) is then specified by control connectors. The operational perspective defines elementary operations performed into the atomic activities. Activities can execute one or several operations. The informational perspective deals with production and use of information. An activity consumes and/or produces informational resources. An informational resource could be a system data, an application data, or a process data. The organizational perspective describes relationships between roles and actors giving them authorizations to perform atomic activities. An atomic activity is performed by a role, which is played by several actors.
On the basis of these perspectives, a flexible business process encompasses a number of elements which are activities, operations, informational resources, roles, control connectors and actors. In order to best take into account the flexibility in BP, we added concepts related to the business process modelling paradigms (such as the constraintbased, the rule-based, the adaptive process management...) dealing with flexibility in BPM.
The constraint-based paradigm supports flexibility by being able to keep track of multiple constraints in multiple business processes and preventing users from violating these constraints. In addition, it is also possible to distinguish between the mandatory constraints (i.e., that must be followed) and optional constraints (i.e., that should be followed) [25] . On the other hand, rule-based approaches have been proposed to deal with the flexibility requirement in a proper way by modelling the logic of a process with a set of rules [26] . Business rules are defined as [27] :"the set of policies for regulating the whole business within and outside an organization". Thus business processes can be modelled as a set of business rules. The rule based approaches are flexible because they are able to express the temporal requirements. They take also advantage from adaptation to ad hoc modification at runtime and exceptions [28] .
Fig. 2.Generalization relationships for the concepts of element and representation
The case handling paradigm focuses mainly on the case itself [29] . The central concept for case handling is the case and not the activities. The case is the "product" which is manufactured, and at any time workers should be aware of that [24] . The case should be considered as a 'product' with structure and a current state [24] . Each case is linked to one process but one process can be linked to many cases [24] . All these different process elements and relationships are depicted in the concept map of Figure 2 .
Back to Figure 1 , the business process model represents this set of elements and is the centre for conducting business or improving how the business is operated. It also helps process engineers to focus on their thinking, as working with process models increases their understanding of the business and, hopefully, also their awareness of new opportunities for improving business [30] . The process model aims to capture the different ways in which a process instance can be handled [31] . A business process instance represents a (digital form) of a concrete, real-world case in the operational business of a company, consisting of process model element instances such as activities, data objects or role assignment instances [32] . In turn, a process meta-model defines the set of element types and association rules that can be used by a model to represent a certain business process. Therefore, a flexible process element can have 4 distinct representations (abstraction levels): meta-model, model, instance and real-world.
According to the definitions presented in section 2.1, BP flexibility denotes the ability to balance, within the set of elements in a process, those element representations that can be subjected to change (flexible) and those that cannot (rigid). Therefore, process change is accomplished by applying a sequence of change operations to a given flexible representation of a process element. Such change operations structurally modify the initial process representation.
Thus, each application of a change operation results in a new process variant [33] . Though the depicted change operations in Figure 3 were discussed in relation to the ADEPT change framework, they are generic in the sense that they can also be applied in connection with other process meta-models [34] .
While insert, delete, move and modify operations are important for changing the set of elements in a process representation, other change operations are also possible. Additionally, a change can also have a set of properties that reflect its extent (incremental or revolutionary), duration (momentary, temporary or permanent), swiftness (immediate or deferred) and anticipation (planned or ad-hoc).
Conclusion and future work
Because of the dynamic environment business processes are involved in, defining a flexible business process in a detailed and comprehensive way is a complex task. This paper proposes the use of the Concept Maps approach to depict BP flexibility as a set of diagrams where concepts are laid out along with their relationships. We started by studying most prominent definitions and taxonomies on this subject, and found out that there are some concepts with different meanings and different concept names for the same meaning around the BP flexibility domain.
We then constructed our concept maps following the approach identified in [22, 19] , and pictured in Figures 1, 2 and 3 the concepts and relationships that we could derive from our study in section 2. Figure 1 presents the overall, generic concept map, while Figures 2 and 3 are focused on specializations of concepts identified in Figure 1 , as well as their relationships.
In our ongoing research, we aim to develop a new concept map which focuses on the following focus question "How can a process engineer be guided to choose the BPMS that best fits his organization's needs in terms of flexibility in business processes?".
